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ABSTRACT

ON THE CONFERENCE AS AN

INTEGRATING MECHANISM

Due to their increasing complaxity, modern organizations 

require more effective and novel integrating ,nechanismc. 

This paper argues that tie conference is one possible means 

of achieving more effective integration. It describes the 

organizational circumstances that necessitate the use of the 

conference as an integrating mechanism, including a high 

level of differentiation, a hijh need to maintain an organi-

zational culture, a highly iynamic environment, and a large 

size. Next, four 'conditions necessary for conference suc-

cess are specified: homoptily, interest, participative com-

munication climate, and clear conference goals. Once a con-

ference is underway, three process variables (effective 

communication, formal involvement, and informal interaction) 

are identified as particilirly iaportant for conference suc-

cess. Three outcomes of ,a successful conference (under-

standing, agreement, and interaction) are then argued to re 

antecedents of integratiag mechanism effectiveness. Final-

ly, consequences of effeçiive integration are discussed un-

.ier the general rubrics of systemic effects, human reli-

tier::, and the flow of information within the organization. 



ON THE CONFERENCE AS

AN INTEGRATING MECHANISM

Introduction 

Effective integration his become a considerable' source of 

concern as a direct consegaence of increased organizational 

diversity resulting from greater technological challenges 

facing modern organizations (Katz & Kahn, 1978). Among uth-

er effects, increased differentiation decreases system ef-

fectiveness, hinders the levelopment of strong values and 

appropriate climates, ans impedes the diffusion of innova-

tions within the firm, unless there is also a concomitant 

increase in integration pagers E Agarwala-Rogers, 1976). 

As a result of its increasing complexity, integration can no 

longer be handles by a single individual or by tap manage-

ment alone (Lawrence & Larszh, 19ó7b). The conference can 

be seen as a key strategic tool to be used in linking a di-

verse array of participants, through communicative process-

es, to achieve the level of integration required by modern 

firms. 
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The principle. integrating mechanisms traditionally 

employed to achieve integration have included line manage-

ment structure, cross organizational teams and committees, 

individual coordinators, coordinating departments, and plans 

and procedures, all of which communicatively link organiza-

tional groupings together for the purposes of achieving 

coordination toward common organizational goals (Lawrence & 

Lorsch, 1967c; Moynihan, 1932) . However, today's organiza-

tion faces more complicated problems that, in turn, require 

more complex integrating mechanisms. The conference repre-

sents perhaps the most complex of these tools available to 

mouern management. 

In recent years, the conference industry has experienced 

tremendous growth, with $23-$30 billion spent annually 

(Coeyman, 1931; Hosansky, 1984). Such rapid growth indi-

cates not only a substantial interest in attending confer-

erces, but also a growing need for the services conferences 

provide_ to both organizations and their members. The fur-

pose of this essay is to discuss the use of the conference 

as an integrating mechanism that is uniquely suited to the 

most complex and difficult challenges facing today's organi-

zations. 

Conferences can be seen as being analogous to the tradi-

tional integrating mechanisms of temporary committees and 

work teams (Lawrence & Lorsch, 19ó7c) , although at a much 



	
	

higher level of zzmplexiy and expense. For use in the pro-

seat discussion, a conferenza will be defined as a formal 

meeting of individuals, tram various organizational groáp-

ings, temporarily called togather away from the organiza-

tional setting, for the purpasas or increasing understand-

ing, agreement, and interaztion related to common 

organizational goals. the remainder of this paper will fo-

cus on the organizational contingencies that affect confer-

ence success, necessary priar zolditior.s, conference process 

variables, outcomes of a saccesaful conference that promote 

effective integration aai, finally, consequences of effec-

tive integration for an organization. Figure 1 depicts the

relationships amang the atarementicnel variables thit ulti-

mately determine the effeztivnnass of a conference dS in 

integrating mechanism. 

Figure 1 about here 



	

Organizational Contingencies 

Conferences ace exceedingly expensive and only in special

circumstances will their ase as integrating mechanisms be 

justified. As Lawrence and Lorsch (1967a,b,c) have estat-

lished.in their ground breixinj research, there arc circums-

tances where too much integration becomes a bad thing for 

the company. Nor will all conferences be effective inter -

yratinl mechanisms. Whit tollaws is a description of the 

contingent conditions unier which a conference can serve as 

a successful integrating mechanism, especially in ,terms of 

their relative efficacy. 

Organizations which could successfully utilize a confer-

ence will be faced with ana or another of the following cir-

cumstances; a high level of differentiation, with many 

functional sutunits; a high need to maintain an organiza-

tional culture; a highly, dynamic environment; and, finally,

a large size. Naturally, many of these factors interact 

with each other. For example, highly dynamic environments 

often provide the need for differentiation and, in turn, in-

creased differentiation results in the need for increased 

integration. Thus, a pradaction oriented company would tend 

to have greater needs foc conferences than organizations op-

erating in more placid environments, such as government bu-

reaucracies (Emery 6 Trist, 1905). This is, in part, evi-

denced by the sorts of organizations that use conferences 

0 
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most effectively, . such 33 consjmer product companies liKa 

Amway. 

Thg nature of an organizational culture can influence the 

necessity fora conference ani its chances for success. Far 

example; a national organization, as opposed to an interna-

tional one, wouli teni to have members with similar cultural 

backgrounds and symbol systems, promoting greater Under-

standing between wemLers It i conference. On the other 

hand, multinational companies nay have a greater need for 

conferences for the opposite reason; they are liKely to Le 

less successful organizations because of their increased 

heterogeneity. Indeed many companies, such as national cos-

metic firms like Mary Kay .:ossetics, use regularly scheduled 

conferences quite successsfully to maintain and enhance al-

ready strong cultures.. 

In terms of size, the organization must be large enough

so that other forms of Integration, such as those stated 

earlier, would be less effective. Indik's (1965) discussion 

of the relationship between orianization size ant member 

participation emphasizes the applicability of the conference 

as an effective integrating mechanism in large organiza-

tions. Larger organizations rek uire more communication 

linkages between members, to insure individual member inte-

gration, than do smaller organizations. Unfortunately, the 

larger the number of organizational Members and the greater 



	

	

	

,the degree of job specialization, the lower the levels of 

interpersonal attractiveness (Inflic 1965) and the lower the 

morale (Allen & Stephenson, 1983). This results in a de-

cline in member participation rites, rather than tae in-

crease needed to meet organizational demands. Therefore, a 

large organization has a greater need to utilize a mechanism 

which increases face-to-face communication,between organiza-

tional members. 

Size and geographic dispersion may also interact together 

to produce a threshold share conferences become necessary. 

As more and more companies realize the ienefits of small 

scale focused operations concentrating on individual pro-

jects (Peters & Waterman, 1982) , more macro level integrat-

ing mechanisms are necessary to maintain the overall goals 

of the larger organization. 

Size also plays a cru:iil role in determining ti.e number 

of people necessary for in 'effective conference. An upper 

limit is more difficult to assign, but consideration must oe 

given to Indik's (1965) observations of reduced participa-

tion accompanying increased size, and the more general be-

lief that increased size heightens the chances for conflict 

(Allen & Stephenson, 1933) . with too large a conference, 

participation will decrease and its effectiveness as a po-

tential integrating mechinsim will also 'diminish. The or-

ganizational change litergtare suggests that there must be 
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sufficient regular members of the organizátional unit who 

are exposed to the change effort simultaneously for effects 

to endure (Katz ; Kahn, 1973) . Thus, the conference must be 

large enough so that attendees can sustain its outcomes once 

they return to their regalar positions. For very arge com

panies, this may influence the scope of potential conferenc-

es; with greater numLets either reducing the potential scope 

of the conference, or tea diversity in hierarchical levels 

of its conferees, to produce optimal conference size. 

Therefore, it follows that the size of the conference is, of 

course, dependent upon the size of the organization. 

Necessary Prior Conditions 

Four conditions that 'hive a direct impact on:conference 

success must be considered in conference planning: homopaa-

ly, interest, participative comw,inication climate, and clear 

conference goals'. • Conference success is determined by the 

degree to which there is increased understanding, agreement, 

and interaction toward the common organizational goals upon 

completion of the conference. 

In the context of this discussion, homophily will refer 

to the degree to which individuals are similar to one anath-
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er in beliefs, attitudes, and values, and the extent to 

which they share a common symbol system related to organiza-

tional goals (Rogers S Bhoani!c, 1971; Rogers & Shoemaker, 

1971) . Homophily is necessary far a successful conference 

for a variety of reasons. First, individuals tend to inter-

'act with similar individuals'in situations of choice. Sec-

oñd, when source and receiver share common meanings, be-

liefs, attitudes, values, and a mutual language, 

communication is more likely to oe effLctive. Third, eftec-

Ve communication will be or rewarding to those involve.!. 

in a sense, homophily and affective communication breed one 

another. As communication between individuals increases, so 

dots homophily. In turn, incraased homophily results in in-

creased communication effectiveness, which is rewarding and 

encourages increased communication. 

Thus, homophily is a necessary prior condition for effec-

tive organizational communication in general (Farace, lay-

lor, & Stewart, 1978) and paference success in particular. 

However, homophily will only be a positive attribute up to a 

certain point, too great a levai of homophily inhibits the 

exchanje of new ideas and reduces the reluisite variety 

needed for innovations to aocar. In tact, the positive be-

nefits of increased diffarantiation and heterophily are of-

ten overlooked. The crucial area where homophily is needed 

is in shared codes that promote understanding, and in shared 
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perspectives on appropriate arginizatior.al goals and means 

of attaining them. Thus, the following proposition: 

Pl: Conferees must be sufficiently homophilous to 
insure a minimal ievel of understar.iing, if a con-
ference is to be successful. 

Interest, the second condition likely to affect confer-

ence success, can encompass such broad concepts as curiousa-

ty, fascination, and concern. To be more specific, intere;t 

will be defined as an individual's Intent to participate in 

the formal and informal interactioes that are the raison d'-

etre of the conference. A conferee with little or no inter-

est would bring few_ insights, a lack of enthusiasm, and lit-

tle participation to tai conference. It wouid even Le 

possible for such a conferee to interfere with the etforts 

of interested conferees, through the expression of negative 

attitudes and actions. an the other hand, a highly inter-

ested conferee would most likely nu an avid and euthusiastic 

participant working toward attaining conference goals. 

Therefore, it follows that: 

P2: A high level of conferee int rest is a neces-
sary prior condition for conference success. 

The third"verianle necessary for conference success is 

participative communication climate. Climate generally cos 

be used to express the overall gestalt of an organization, 

characterizing the internal environment of the organization 

as experienced by an insider (Cajiuri, 1961). For the pur-
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poses at hand, ,a participative cammunication climate will. be 

defined as an individual's perception or how receptive the 

(vganization is to employee involvement in formal and infor-

mal interactions within, ais/har aarmal worn environment. An 

individual's perception of cliiate will affect his/her will-

ingness to participate. Perceived low r :eptivity will ul-

timately interfere with tha sumcesá of the conference by in-

hibiting attendance, ani by cirrying over into the climate 

of the conference. Anotner important factor affecting indi-

viduáls in communication relitionshiFs is their level of 

trust, which is directly related to such factors as a parti-

cipative communication climate OiL[, 1976; Jablir1, 1979) , 

the willingness of individuals to participate openly and 

honestly in toraal communication relationships (O'Reilly, 

1978) , and the emergence of individuals in organizational 

integrating Coles (Reynolis 5 Jonnson, 19'32) . Perceived 

high receptivity to employee participation should increase 

willingness and motivation to become involved and interact 

during the conference, resulting in greater tolerance for

conflict, more individual respansihility, and greater toler-

ance for risk taking (Ireland, Vin Auken, & Lewis, 1y7ä). 

The overall organizational communication climate provides 

the medium in which the conference will occur (Gibb, 1976) . 

A participative communication climate, encompassing the or-

ganization as a whole, will promote a similar climate witnin 



the conference itself. Therefore, the following proposi-

tion: 

P3: An overall organizational. climate which en-
courages participation is a necessary prior condi-
tion for conference saccess. 

The fourth and final variable critical to conference suc-

cess is clear conference goals. These gbals must bé identi-

fied by the organization as the first step in developing the 

conference. • Clear and attainable conference goals, which 

relate meaningfully to overarching organizational goals or a 

few well developed c atural themes, pave the waÿ for a suc-

cessful conference that meets the organization's expecta-

tions. Clear goals are also easilÿ relayed to those organi-

zational members who attend the conference, giving, them an 

advantage in preparation and guiding their interaction and 

activities throughout tha conference. Thus, it can be pro-

posed: 

' P4: Clearly established goals are a necessary 
prior condition for conference success. 
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Conference grocess Variables 

Once the conference is underway, three key process varia-

bles will also determina its ultimate success: effective 

communication, formal'involveaent, and informal interaction. 

In general, effective conminicatioa will be considered to be 

the degree to which a racaiver's response is consonant with 

the overall objectives of the sender (Farace et al, 197o). 

'For 'a conferen::e, effective communication becomes associated 

with the goals establistiei by the conference planner(s). 

For example, soma conterence planners may choose to follow 

the practice of most successful companies and focus on. a few 

well developed themes relating to their strong organization-

al cultures (Peters & Waternan, 1982). with regard to the 

'specific messages presented at tiffe conference, care must 

also be taken to.reduce veeabulary differences and the se-

dantic information distance between conferees, wnich is cru-

cial ta reducing communication problems in interpersonal re-

lations generally (Jablin, 197)) . It is also useful to 

follow other principles tar effective communication during 

actual conference sessions, sucs as promoting feedback and 

using crediblé Speakers. Pherefure, it follows that: 

PS: Effective connunication during conference 
sessions is crucial for conference success. 
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Formal involvement is characterized by conferee partici-

pa'.ion in the structurel sessions of the conference. For 

example, scheduling of "oreak-ioan" sessions led by one or a'

panel of speakers, and dealing with a minimum number of top-

ics, provides opportunities tor more direct conferee in-

volvement. .Speakers can call on conferees to participate, 

and can answer questions in a more immediate fashion. Par-

ticipation and personal recognition in the "break-down" ses-

sions is one method of rewarding the conferees. The co'nfer-

once itself can also became the annual reward for behavior 

that promotes the sharing, seeking, and utilizing of infor-

mation within the day-to-ity life of the organization, wh}ch 

is crucial to the, innovating. organization (Golihar, Bragaw, 

& Schwartz, 1976) . To the greatest extent possible, formal 

sessions should nave the log structure necessary for an ac-

hievement orientes organizational clin.ate (Ireland et a1, 

1970. This low structure should promote accessibility, 

thus reducing distortion, involving people more fully in de-

cision making, and increasing tte timeliness of information 

transfer, (Iarace et al, 1973) . Phis sort of formal involve-

ment produces a number of beneficial etfects, such as an in-

creased commitment to de:isions or to goals expressed in the 

conference (Fidler & Johnson, 1934) in light of the impor-

tance of formal involvement, the following can be proposes: 

P6: The higher the levels of formal involvement 
of the conferees, the greater the likelihood of 
conference success. 
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In addition to formal involvement, there must also be am-

ple opportunity for informal interaction to occur, both dur-

ing the formal sessions.ani daring designated "free-time". 

It is during this time that conferees get to discuss ideas, 

attitudes, and issues, and also become better acquainted 

with each other. An ataosphere favoring intense, informal 

communication and a free floe of information characteristic 

of successful innovative companies (Peters & Waterman, 1982; 

Goldhar et al, 1976) and innovation iaplementation generally 

(Fidler & Johnson, 1984) , must t,b established. Thus, a 

further demonstration of the necessity of an overall parti-

cipative communication climate within the organization, 

which facilitates informal interaction in settings such as a 

conference. It therefore follows that: 

P7: A high level of informal interaction dur-
iug the conference is necessary for conference 
success. 

Crucial Outcomes 

Conference success serves as a moderator or antecedent to 

the effectiveness of a conference as an integrating mechan-

ism. In this section, tares direct outcomes of conference 

success. ,crucial to its effectiveness as an integrating me-

chanisms will be 4iscussed: unierstar.ding, agreement, and 

interaction. 



	

Increased understanding is one crucial outcome of a con-

ference that affects the maintenance of organizational cul-

tures, the effective floc of information, and successful 

control and coordination of day to day organizational activ-

ities. The very act of :alling a conference on a particular 

theme heightens its salience and reemphasizes the under-

standing of organizationti aemoers as to its importance. 

Another benefit of conferences, in terms of understanding, 

is the tendency of large organizations to generate disparate 

groupings that develop stereotyped views of each other (Al-

len & Stephenson, 1993) . The informal interaction inherent 

in the conference provides an opportunity to break down 

these stereotypes. Further, the exchange of views Occurring 

during a conference shoals pre dace increased understanding 

of the operation of other organizational units, which is 

crucial to the development of shared rspcctives within the 

organization. The smaller scale of a conference also offers 

an opportunity for increased understanding, since under-

standing tends to diminish as organizational size increases 

(Allen & Stephenson, 1983). Therefore, it follows that: 

P8: Increased .understanding ensuing from a con-
ference results in neightaned integration through-
out the organization. 

Understanding it, tura lays the groundwork for agreement 

between conferees. Through the exchange of views inherent 

in conference activities, conferees can develop a more em-



 

	

pathic understanding of others. .They can also see where 

conferees can benefit from autial, rather than purely self-

ish, courses of action. Df course,- soave conferences may 

want to heighten this particular outcome by focusing on de-

veloping mutual agreements between all concerned conferees 

that are officially adopted at the conclusion of the confer-

ence. Any resulting pier group consensus will be a major 

factor in determining willingness to change and liter accep-

tance of change (Deal & Kenneth, 1983). Thus, a conferen,:o 

can produce a feeling among conferees of heightened involve-

ment in decision making, which is usually directly related 

to decreased resistance to- organizational change efforts. A 

conference can also be an ideal settir.j for the c'onfronti-

tional style of conflict resolution ,most frequently associ-

ated with successful organizational operations (Lawrence t; 

Lorsch, 1967c; Paters & iater,uan, 1982) . Based upon the po-

sitive outcomes related to agreeaent among conferees: 

P9: The increased passibility of agreement bet-
ween the conferees ittenling a conference increas-
es the likelihood that a conference will result in 
heightened integration throughout the organiza-
tion. 

To maintain understanding and agreement once the confer-

ence is over, a 'continual pattern of interaction bE tween the 

conferees must be an additional outcome of the conference. 

The conference itself legitimates interaction between the 

conferees, demonstrating that the organziation sees rela-
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tionships between them as important. The conference will 

also produce a feeling in conferees that collective action 

is crucial to organizational success. Thus, individual's 

will see there is a possibility of organizational rewards 

attached to continued interaction. Finally, the conferees 

should feel th.it the recognition often provided by the con-

ference, and their involvement in important organizational 

activities, enhances their feelings of perceived influence 

within the organization. All of these factors have been 

identified as crucial to the success of more traditional 

integrating mechanisms (Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967a), resulting 

in the final proposition: 

P10: The continues interaction Letween conferee
fostered by the conference will heighten integra-
tion within the organization. 

Organizational Consequences 

This discussion has foczsel on the role of the conference 

as a potential new tool for achieving integration within the 

organization. the organizational contingencies, necessary 

conditions, conference processes, and conference Outcomes 

associated with affective integration have been identified. 

What follows is a discussion of the consequences of effec-

tive integration, resulting from a conference in terms of 
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systemic effects, human relations impacts, and enhanced in-

formation flow. 

At Ulu systemic level, one measure of integrating mechan-

ism effectiveness is the degree to which the mechanism pro-

vides for greater cooperation, coordination, and control as-

sociated with organizational goals. If there is to be 

increased coordination within tha organization, theke must 

first be increased understanding of the goal itself, in- 

creased agreement as to its feasibility and worthiness as a 

goal, and increased interaction among organizational members 

toward that goal. All of these factors are associated with 

successful conferences. 

The successful conference also provides an opportunity 

for the organization to axirt greater control over its mem-

bers. An organization can exert more influence over members 

when they are in smaller numbers and away from thtair daily 

organizational settings. This is in addition to the greater 

understanding conferees have of organizational réquirements, 

which may be a sufficient condition for control for many or-

ganizational rembers and results in more effective directiJn 

by management of organizational activities. 

With regard to the effects upon the human side of the or-

ganization, one could view a conference as a maintenance 

structure similar to those iescribea by Katz and Kahn 

(1978), useful in creatin; stability and predictability in 
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the organization. It pravides a greater feeling of involve-

ment for employees and a potential for recognition of their 

achievements. The increased conferee involvement character-

istic of successful conferences also should result in more 

favorable attitudes toward the organization. 

The conference also; protides the organization with an op-

portunity for reiterating customs and strengthening cultural 

ties among members, this playing a critical role in main-

taining organizational ciltures. Somewhat relatedly, the 

conference aids in socializing organizational members, espe-

cially gold-timers", who need to be made aware and reminded 

of organizational goals, values, and expectations. 

Finally, the conference serves to reduce the information 

load on the organizational hierarchy and top management by 

bringing decisions closer to the locus of organizational 

problems (Galbraith, 1974) . A further benefit of a success-

ful conference are its implications for diffusion of intor-

oration, particularly its implications for loose coupling

(Weick, 1976) and the notion of the strength of weak ties 

(Granovetter, 1973). iieik ties provide for a greater ex-

change of knowledge and ideas because of the novel nature of 

these contacts. Conferees can form contacts in other de-

partments who will allod them to obtain information they 

need in their normal orjinizitional positions. Organiza-
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tional members will also have clearer ideas of the perspec-

tives of other units and their role in the larger organiza-

tion and, thus, will ba able to coact with thew more suc-

cessfully. 

In summary, a conference can oe a very positive thing for 

an organization. It pravidas rewards for orgdnizational 

members while performinj a crucial communicative function 

for the organization. :omlunication is an inherent part of 

the integration process. .Its ta:t, it is the primary means 

by which integration is icniavei. A successful conferen.e 

increases understanding, IJreamant, and interaction among 

conferees, which further promotes effective integration. 

Increased integration, in tira, neightens coordination and 

control, assists in maintaininj organizational cultures, and 

facilitates the flow of informitioi1 within the organization. 
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Figure 1. Factors relating to the conference as an integrating mechanism 
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